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A precise theoretical study of the electronic structure of heavy atom diatomic molecules is of key
importance to interpret the experiments in the search for violation of time-reversal (T) and
spatial-parity (P) symmetries of fundamental interactions in terms of the electron electric dipole
moment, eEDM, and dimensionless constant, kT ,P, characterizing the strength of the T,P-odd
pseudoscalar−scalar electron−nucleus neutral current interaction. The ACME collaboration has
recently improved limits on these quantities using a beam of ThO molecules in the electronic H3∆1

state [J. Baron et al., Science 343, 269 (2014)]. We apply the combined direct relativistic 4-component
and two-step relativistic pseudopotential/restoration approaches to a benchmark calculation of the
effective electric field, Eeff, parameter of the T,P-odd pseudoscalar−scalar interaction, WT ,P, and
hyperfine structure constant in 3∆1 state of the ThO molecule. The first two parameters are required
to interpret the experimental data in terms of the eEDM and kT ,P constant. We have investigated
the electron correlation for all of the 98 electrons of ThO simultaneously up to the level of the cou-
pled cluster with single, double, and noniterative triple amplitudes, CCSD(T), theory. Contributions
from iterative triple and noniterative quadruple cluster amplitudes for the valence electrons have
been also treated. The obtained values are Eeff = 79.9 GV/cm, WT ,P = 113.1 kHz. The theoreti-
cal uncertainty of these values is estimated to be about two times smaller than that of our previous
study [L. V. Skripnikov and A. V. Titov, J. Chem. Phys., 142, 024301 (2015)]. It was found that
the correlation of the inner- and outer-core electrons contributes 9% to the effective electric field.
The values of the molecule frame dipole moment of the 3∆1 state and the H3∆1 → X1Σ+ tran-
sition energy of ThO calculated within the same methods are in a very good agreement with the
experiment. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4968229]

I. INTRODUCTION

The electron can possess a nonzero permanent electric
dipole moment (electron EDM or eEDM) because of the exis-
tence of interactions which violate both the time reversal
(T) and spatial parity (P) symmetries, the so-called T,P-odd
interactions. Within the standard model (SM) of elemen-
tary particles, one expects that the eEDM should be smaller
than 10−38 e · cm.1 However, within most extensions of the
SM, the eEDM is expected to have the magnitude within
the 10−26−10−29 e · cm range.2 Therefore, the modern and
planned measurements can be considered as a test of the SM
extensions.2,3

It was proposed in the second half of the 20th century
in Refs. 4–11 that the neutral heavy atoms and diatomic
molecules (molecular radicals, etc.) containing heavy atoms
can be efficiently used to search for the eEDM and other T,P-
odd effects. Most recently a number of experiments have been
performed with Tl,12 YbF,13 and ThO14 atomic and molec-
ular beams. Some other experiments to search for T,P-odd
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effects (eEDM, nuclear quadrupole magnetic moment, and
nuclear Schiff moment) are under preparation or yet studied
theoretically. In particular, there are proposals on ThO
molecule15,16 as well as on the TaN,15,17 ThF+,18,19

HfF+,18,20–25 PbF,26–29 WC,30,31 RaO,32,33 RaF,34,35 PtH+,23,36

TlF37–39 and HgX40 molecules and cations.
One of the most important advantages of using the heavy-

atom diatomic molecules with unpaired electrons (and nonzero
electron momentum) is the existence of very large effective
electric fields, Eeff, acting on the eEDM.7–11,41 In the men-
tioned experiments, one measures the interaction energy of the
eEDM with the internal effective molecular field. To extract
the value of the eEDM from the experimental energy shift, one
should know the value of the field. However, the latter can-
not be obtained from an experiment and can be only obtained
theoretically.

The first generation of experiments to search for T,P-odd
interactions with a molecular beam of ThO molecules in the
metastable H3∆1 electronic state was performed by the ACME
collaboration in Ref. 14. It resulted in a new most rigid limit
on the eEDM: |de | < 9 × 10−29 e · cm (90% confidence).
The experiment has also been interpreted in terms of the
T,P-odd pseudoscalar−scalar electron−nucleus neutral current
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interaction dimensionless constant kT ,P: kT ,P < 5.9 × 10−9

(90% confidence). According to the studies performed in
Ref. 42 within the SM, this interaction can induce even greater
T,P-odd effect simulating the eEDM. A new generation of
experiments is now under preparation and it is expected that
in the coming years the ACME collaboration will set a new
limit on (or even measure) the eEDM and kT ,P constant by
an order of magnitude better.43–45 It involves a considerable
enhancement of the experimental technique as well as theoret-
ical investigations of systematic effects. One of the challenges
for the theory is the calculation of the effective electric field in
the molecule containing an actinide atom, thorium, with a high
precision. For this one should further develop efficient com-
putational schemes and methods to treat relativistic and high
order electron correlation effects. The results of the ThO exper-
iment14 have been interpreted using the value of Eeff obtained
in Ref. 46. The theoretical uncertainty of this calculation was
estimated as 15%. Later a new study of the electron correla-
tion effects was performed and the uncertainty was reduced to
7%.47 This uncertainty was determined mainly by the approx-
imate version of the two-step approach used (see below). Here
we propose a new combined two-step and direct 4-component
relativistic all-electron approach to minimize the remaining
uncertainty.

One should note that there is a number of pure 4-
component studies of T,P-odd effects in other diatomic
molecules with heavy atoms, e.g., YbF48 and HgH49. However,
in those studies the electron correlation effects were treated at
the level of the coupled cluster with single and double ampli-
tudes, CCSD theory. Within the present combined approach
we investigate the contribution to Eeff and other considered
parameters from high order correlation effects up to the level of
the coupled cluster with single, double, triple and perturbative
quadruple amplitudes, CCSDT(Q), theory.

The new results are compared with the previous studies
of the ThO molecule47,50,51 and discrepancies between our47

studies and others50,51 are discussed.

A. Electronic structure of ThO

The ThO molecule contains 98 electrons. Below we divide
them into three groups: (i) the inner-core electrons which cor-
respond to 60 1s2 – 4f 14 electrons of Th and 2 1s2 of oxygen;
(ii) the outer-core electrons which correspond to 5s25p65d10

electrons of Th; and (iii) 18 “valence” electrons which corre-
spond to the rest 6s6p7s6d electrons of Th and 2s2p electrons
of oxygen. Thus one can distinguish the following: (a) the
all (98) electron correlation calculations, (b) 36-electron cor-
relation calculations (where only the outer-core and valence
electrons are treated), and (c) 18-electron calculations (where
only the valence electrons are treated). As 1s2 electrons of
O do not practically contribute to the considered properties,
they can be included to the outer-core group as it was done
in Ref. 47 and in the generalized relativistic effective core
potential calculations (see below) of the present study.

The electronic state of interest for the eEDM exper-
iment is the first excited H3∆1 electronic state of ThO.
In the naive ionic model, this state corresponds to the
[. . . ]5s25p65d106s26p67s16d1 effective electron configura-
tion for Th and 1s22s22p6 for O.

The treatment of correlation contributions to Eeff and other
considered properties from the inner-core electrons was not
carried out earlier for the ThO molecule and is one of the
goals of the present study.

II. THEORETICAL DETAILS

The measurable energy shift due to the eEDM is deter-
mined by the following eEDM Hamiltonian:

Hd = −de

∑
j

γ0
j ΣjEj, (1)

where j is an index over electrons, de is the value of the eEDM,
E is the total electric field (due to the nucleus and electrons)

acting on an electron, Σ =

(
σ 0
0 σ

)
, and σ are the Pauli

matrices. In the Dirac-Coulomb approximation one can also
reduce the eEDM Hamiltonian to two forms.52 In the first form
(“strategy”) one has

H I ,eff
d = 2de

∑
j

*
,

0 0

0 σjEj

+
-

. (2)

In the second form, one has

H II ,eff
d = de

∑
j

2i
e~

cγ0
j γ

5
j p2

j , (3)

where γ0 and γ5 are the Dirac matrices, and p is the momentum
operator for electron. In the Dirac-Coulomb approximation,
the expectation values of the eEDM Hamiltonians given by
Eqs. (1)–(3) with the exact (eigen) wave function are equal.
An advantage of the second form of the EDM Hamiltonian,
Eq. (3), is that it is a one-electron operator. The main contribu-
tion to the expectation value of the operator given by Eq. (2)
is due to the electric field from the heavy atom nucleus.52 One
should note that if the Breit interaction between electrons is
considered, the EDM Hamiltonians (2) and (3) are incomplete
and the additional two-electron operators should be added to
them (see Ref. 52 for details).

To interpret the results of the molecular ThO (or other
diatomics, etc.) experiment in terms of the eEDM, one should
know a parameter called “the effective electric field on elec-
tron,” Eeff, which cannot be measured. For this one can eval-
uate an expectation value of the T,P-odd operator Hd (see
Eqs. (1)–(3)),

Wd =
1
Ω
〈Ψ|

Hd

de
|Ψ〉, (4)

where Ψ is the wave function of the considered state of the
molecule under consideration and Ω = 〈Ψ|J · n|Ψ〉, where
J is the total electronic momentum and n is the unit vector
along the molecular axis directed from Th to O in the present
case (Ω = 1 for the considered 3∆1 state of ThO). In these
designations Eeff = Wd |Ω|.

Besides the interaction given by the operator (1), there
is another T,P-odd interaction. It is a pseudoscalar−scalar
electron−nucleus interaction with the dimensionless constant
kT ,P. The interaction is given by the following operator (see
Ref. 53, Eq. (130)):

HT ,P = i
GF
√

2
ZkT ,P

∑
j

γ0
j γ

5
j n(rj), (5)
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where GF is the Fermi-coupling constant and n(r) is the nuclear
density normalized to unity (note that the kT ,P and n(rj) in
Eq. (5) correspond to CSP

p and ρ(r) in Eq. (130) of Ref. 53,
respectively). The fundamental constant kT ,P can be extracted
from the experimental data if one knows the molecular constant
WT ,P that can be calculated by the following formula:

WT ,P =
1
Ω
〈Ψ|

HT ,P

kT ,P
|Ψ〉. (6)

Both Eeff and WT ,P parameters cannot be measured neither
directly nor indirectly (since eEDM and kT ,P are unknown)
and have to be obtained from a molecular electronic struc-
ture calculation. Therefore, only an indirect estimation of the
accuracy of these two parameters is possible.

The Eeff and WT ,P parameters are mainly determined by
the behavior of a valence wave function in the region close
to the heavy atom nucleus. These are so-called “Atoms-In-
Compounds” (AIC) properties or characteristics19,54,55 (since
not only measurable properties but also other effective Hamil-
tonian parameters can be considered here which are not always
measurable). In a very good approximation the AIC proper-
ties are localized on a heavy atom and do not depend on the
bonding electronic density in contrast to some other types of
properties.56–59 A very important example of the AIC proper-
ties is the magnetic dipole hyperfine structure (HFS) constant.
In contrast to Eeff and WT ,P it can be measured. The degree of
the agreement of the theoretical and experimental values of the
HFS constant can also be considered as an indirect measure
of uncertainties of other calculated AIC characteristics. The
HFS constant A|| can be obtained theoretically by the following
matrix element:

A | | =
µTh

IΩ
〈Ψ|

∑
i

*
,

αi × ri

r3
i

+
-z

|Ψ〉, (7)

where µTh is the magnetic moment of an isotope of the Th
nucleus having the spin I. Up to now there are no experimental
data for A|| of 229ThO.

To calculate Eeff, WT ,P, and A|| we have used a 4-
component all-electron as well as two-step technique proposed
and developed in Refs. 19, 60 and 61. The main idea of the lat-
ter method is division of the whole molecular calculation into
two steps. At the first step, one accurately considers the valence
part of the molecular wave function within the generalized rel-
ativistic effective core potential (GRECP) method.62–64 The
inner-core electrons are excluded from the explicit treatment
in this stage. In addition valence wave functions (spinors) are
smoothed in the spatial inner core region of a considered heavy
atom. In the second step, one uses the nonvariational proce-
dure developed in Refs. 19, 60 and 61 to restore the correct
4-component behavior of the valence wave function (spinors)
in the spatial core region of a heavy atom. The procedure is
based on a proportionality of the valence and low-lying virtual
spinors in the inner-core region of a heavy atom. Note that
the procedure has been recently extended to consider not only
the atomic and molecular systems but also three-dimensional
periodic structures (crystals) in Ref. 47. Below the two-step
approach is called the “GRECP/Restoration” approach. It has
a number of advantages.19,60–62 One of the features is that one
can omit the very time- and resource-consuming stage of the

two-electron integral transformation that includes small com-
ponents of molecular bispinors. In practice this stage can be
the most time-consuming even in comparison with the correla-
tion treatment. The latter can be rather efficiently parallelized
while the parallelization of the former can be more difficult
in practice. Another feature is that one can use 1-component
(scalar-relativistic) treatment of the valence electrons. Within
the approximation it is possible to treat some important cor-
rections, e.g., on a basis set extension or high-order correlation
effects and analyze saturation of the calculation with respect
to the basis set size and level of correlation treatment. In addi-
tion, one can use efficient contracted basis sets rather than
uncontracted ones (see below). In contrast it is not possible
to use contracted basis sets for heavy atoms such as Th in the
used 4-component dirac12 code.65 On the other hand, some
uncertainties in the GRECP/Restoration approach remain.47

The main one is that at the present time one cannot use the
full version of the GRECP operator64 in the available public
codes. In the current study only the valence (semi-local) part
of the GRECP operator was used. Besides, the nonvariational
restoration procedure used here is not exactly accurate in prac-
tice.66 One also cannot treat the correlation of the inner-core
electrons in the present formulation of the GRECP/Restoration
approach. In general, they give a small effect. However, at
the level of the current treatment, this effect is important and
should be considered.

In the present paper we propose to use a combination of
the 4-component and GRECP/Restoration approaches to be
able to take into account the correlation effects from all the
electrons of ThO as well as to treat the most important part of
the high-order correlation effects.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND DEFINITIONS
A. Basis sets

The following basis sets were used for molecular calcula-
tions: (i) The Amax basis set that was used for the main calcu-
lation. This basis set corresponds to the uncontracted CVTZ
basis set for Th.67,68 It includes 33 s-, 29 p-, 20 d-, 15 f -, 5 g-,
and 1 h-type Gaussians for Th and can be written compactly as
[33,29,20,15,5,1]. For oxygen the Amax basis set corresponds
to the contracted aug-cc-pVQZ basis set69,70 with two removed
g-type basis functions, i.e., the (13,7,4,3)/[6,5,4,3] basis set,
where the first and second parts refer to primitive and con-
tractedfunctions, respectively. (ii)TheAmin basis set was used
for the calculation of the inner-core correlation contributions
up to the CCSD(T) level of correlation treatment. This basis set
corresponds to the uncontracted VDZ, [26,23,17,13,2], basis
set67,68 for Th. For oxygen the Amin basis set corresponds to
the contracted cc-pVDZ,(9,4,1)/[3,2,1], basis set.69,70 (iii) The
Amid basis set was used for the estimation of the uncertainty of
the inner-core correlation contributions calculated within the
Amin basis set. This basis set, [33,29,20,14,2], corresponds to
the combination of the uncontracted CVDZ and CVTZ basis
sets67,68 for Th. For oxygen, the Amid basis set corresponds
to the contracted cc-pVTZ, (10,5,2,1)/[4,3,2,1], basis set.69,70

(iv) The AmaxExt basis set was used for the calculation of the
basis set extension correction. This basis set corresponds to the
combination of the uncontracted CVTZ and CVQZ basis
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sets67,68 for Th: [37,34,26,23,5,1]. For oxygen, the Amax-
Ext is equal to the Amax basis set. (v) The Gmax and
GmaxExt2 basis sets were used to consider the basis
set correction on high angular momenta and extension of
basis set on oxygen correction. The Gmax basis set is
(37,29,15,14,5,1)/[22,17,15,14,5,1] for Th. The g- and h-basis
functions are the same as in the Amax basis set. For oxy-
gen, the Gmax basis set is equal to the Amax basis set. The
GmaxExt2 basis set includes additional primitive g-, h-, and
i-type Gaussians on Th and corresponds to the aug-cc-pV5Z
basis set69,70 with one removed h-type basis functions on oxy-
gen: (15,9,5,4,3,1)/[7,6,5,4,3,1]. (vi) The Gmin basis set was
used to estimate the performance of different correlation meth-
ods within the GRECP/Restoration approach. This basis set is
(20,20,10,10)/[5,4,2,1] for Th and (10,10)/[4,2]) for oxygen. It
was obtained by the further reduction of the natural CBas basis
set from Ref. 47 and using the basis set optimization procedure
developed in Ref. 71. (vii) The Gmid basis set was used to cal-
culate the contribution from the high-order correlation effects.
This basis set is an extension of the natural CBasSO basis set
used in Ref. 47. This basis set is (25,29,50,10)/[10,8,5,3] for
Th and (16,10,6)/[6,4,2] for oxygen. To generate this rather
compact basis set we used the procedure developed in Ref. 72.
It is similar to that employed for generating atomic natu-
ral orbital basis sets.73 The atomic blocks from the density
matrix obtained in the scalar-relativistic (GRECP) calculation
of the 3∆ state of ThO (within the CCSD(T) method using the
large basis set) were diagonalized to yield the atomic natural
orbital-like basis set. The functions with the largest occupa-
tion numbers were selected from these natural basis functions.
In addition, three p-type orbitals and two d-type orbitals were
added to this basis set. It is required for reproducing the essen-
tially different radial parts of the 5p1/2 and 5p3/2, 6p1/2 and
6p3/2, and 7p1/2 and 7p3/2, as well as 5d3/2 and 5d5/2 and
6d3/2 and 6d5/2 spinors of Th accurately. For this the differ-
ences of the radial parts of 5p1/2 and 5p3/2, etc., numerical
functions (obtained using the GRECP/HFJ code74) have been
approximated by the set of selected primitive Gaussians.

We have also used the CBas ((37,29,15,10)/[6,5,3,3] for
Th and (16,10)/[4,3] for O) and MBas ((30,20,10,11,4,1)/

[30,8,10,4,4,1] for Th and (13,7,4,3)/[6,5,4,3] for O) basis sets
from Ref. 47 in the present study for different purposes (see
below). The compact CBas and Gmin basis sets were used for
the scalar-relativistic calculations only. Therefore, the func-
tions that are required to describe spin-orbit splittings were
not added explicitly as in the case of the Gmid basis set. Note
that basis sets used in GRECP calculations contain only func-
tions that are necessary to describe an outer-core and valence
part of the wave function because in the vicinity of the Th atom
the wave function is smoothed due to the GRECP treatment.
Therefore, considerable savings are possible.

The CVTZ, VDZ, CVDZ, and CVQZ basis sets corre-
spond to the dyall.cv3z, dyall.v2z, dyall.cv2z, and dyall.cv4z
basis sets from the dirac12 library,65 respectively.

Table I gives composition of all used basis sets for
convenience.

B. Calculation parameters

To calculate the considered properties, we combined our
GRECP/Restoration approach with the direct 4-component
all-electron approach. The latter allowed us to calculate the
contributions from the inner-core shells as well as to avoid an
uncertainty due to the use of only the valence part of the full
GRECP operator.

In 98-electron correlation calculations we set a cutoff
equal to 5000 atomic units for energies of virtual one-electron
molecular bispinors. In 18-electron and 36-electron calcu-
lations, we set a cutoff equal to 50 atomic units. For the
Th nucleus we used the Gaussian nuclear model with the
exponential parameter equal to 1.289 7067480 · 108.

In GRECP calculations the 1s � 4f inner-core electrons
of Th were excluded from the molecular correlation calcula-
tions using the valence (semi-local) version of the GRECP63,64

operator. No energy cutoff was used.
For the scalar-relativistic (1-component) GRECP/

Restoration study, the spin-orbitals used were obtained within
the restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) method for
the 3∆ state of ThO. For 2-component (with included
spin-orbit effects) GRECP and 4-component Dirac-Coulomb
calculations, molecular spinors were obtained using the

TABLE I. Composition of the basis sets used. nS, nP, nD, nF, nG, nH, and nI are the numbers of s-, p-, d-, f -, g-, h-, and i-basis functions. The asterisk symbol
(*) marks functions that have been taken in a contracted form, see the main text for the contraction numbers.

Th O
Basis nS nP nD nF nG nH nI S nP nD nF nG nH

Basis sets for all-electron 4-component calculations:
Amin 26 23 17 13 2 0 0 3* 2* 1* 0
Amid 33 29 20 14 2 0 0 4* 3* 2* 1*
Amax 33 29 20 15 5 1 0 6* 5* 4* 3*
AmaxExt 37 34 26 23 5 1 0 6* 5* 4* 3*

Basis sets for GRECP calculations:
Gmax 22* 17* 15 14 5 1 0 6* 5* 4* 3* 0 0
GmaxExt2 22* 17* 15 14 10 10 5 7* 6* 5* 4* 3* 1*

Gmin 5* 4* 2* 1* 0 0 0 4* 2* 0 0
Gmid 10* 8* 5* 3* 0 0 0 6* 4* 2* 0
CBas 6* 5* 3* 3* 0 0 0 4* 3* 0 0
MBas 30 8* 10* 4* 4 1 0 6* 5* 4* 3*
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average-of-configuration Hartree-Fock method for the two
electrons in the six spinors (three Kramers pairs). The latter
correspond to 7s, 6dδ of Th with all other electrons restricted
to the closed shells.

We used the following experimental equilibrium internu-
clear distances:75,76 3.478 a.u. for the X1Σ+ state and 3.511
a.u. for the H3∆1 state. As it was shown in our paper46

the calculated equilibrium internuclear distances as well as
harmonic frequencies are very close to the experimental
values.75,76

4-component Dirac-Coulomb(-Gaunt) Hartree-Fock cal-
culations were performed within the dirac12 code.65 Scalar-
relativistic coupled cluster (with single, double, and non-
iterative triple cluster amplitudes) correlation calculations
were performed within the cfour code.77–80 All 4-component
coupled cluster calculations as well as scalar-relativistic cou-
pled cluster (CC) and configuration interaction (CI) calcula-
tions with the treatment of the high-order cluster amplitudes
and excitations were performed within the mrcc code.81,82 The
nonvariational restoration code developed by us in Refs. 46,
61,83 and interfaced to these program packages was used
to restore the 4-component electronic structure near the Th
nucleus.

In the present work we have developed and applied the
code to compute the matrix elements of the Hd (3), HT ,P (5)
and HFS (7) operators over molecular bispinors.

4-component Dirac-Coulomb and 2-component GRECP
calculations of the considered properties were calculated using
the finite-difference approach. Corresponding operators were
added after the SCF stage, and orbital relaxation effects were

not considered. Scalar-relativistic calculations were performed
using the unrelaxed CC density matrices.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present study we have applied the combined
scheme which includes the all-electron 4-component and
GRECP/Restoration approaches to obtain the most precise
values of Eeff, WT ,P, A|| parameters, molecule-frame dipole
moment, and H3∆1 → X1Σ+ transition energy. The main con-
tributions as well as the final values of these parameters are
given in Table II. This table also includes the results of the
previous studies, in particular, the vibrational contributions
corresponding to the zero vibrational level of the 3∆1 elec-
tronic state of ThO.47 Note, that as usual (see, e.g., Refs. 17,
19, 27, 46, 47, etc.) the absolute value of the molecule frame
dipole moment is given because in the current case, the polar
diatomic molecule, its direction (from O to Th) is clear. Below
we discuss the obtained results.

A. High order correlation effects: 4-component
and GRECP/Restoration

For the precision calculation of Eeff and other considered
parameters, it is important to investigate the contribution from
the high-order correlation effects. The problem of such a treat-
ment is in the very high computational cost of the methods such
as the coupled cluster with single, double, triple and noniter-
ative quadruple cluster amplitudes, CCSDT(Q), method. The
complexity of this method increases rapidly with the basis set
size. Therefore, the methods of the construction of compact

TABLE II. Calculated values of the H3∆1 → X1Σ+ transition energy (T e), effective electric field (Eeff), parameter of the pseudoscalar-scalar electron-nucleus
interaction (WT ,P), hyperfine structure constant (A||) and absolute value of the molecule-frame dipole moment (d) of the H3∆1 state of ThO using coupled-cluster
methods compared to the corresponding values from Refs. 47, 50, 51.

T e d Eeff WT ,P A||

Reference Method (cm�1) (D) (GV/cm) (kHz) ( µTh
µN
·MHz)

50 VTZ/18e-4c-MR(12)-CISD 5410 . . . 75.2 106.0a
�2976

VTZ/18e-4c-MR+T
12 -CISD . . . . . . 75.2 107.8 �2880

51 +correctionsb

47 38e-2c-CCSD(T) 5403 4.23 81.5 112 �2949
+correctionsc

This work CVTZ/18e-4c-CCSD 4759 4.15 76.2 107.1 �3004
CVTZ/18e-4c-CCSD(T) 5070 4.10 74.4 104.5 �2959

CVTZ/36e-4c-CCSD 5315 4.24 80.0 112.5 �3098

This work CVTZ/36e-4c-CCSD(T)d 5604 4.17 78.6 110.5 �3026
High-order correlation effectse 100 0.08 0.0 0.0 �2

Inner-core contributiond
�5 0.01 3.6 5.0 �111

Basis set correction 1 (S,P,D,F)d
�9 �0.02 �0.1 �0.2 �2

Basis set correction 2 (G,H,I and Ox.)e
�268 �0.01 �0.6 �0.8 �19

Gaunt correctiond
�94 �0.03 �1.5 �1.4 7

Vibrational contribution47,e . . . 0.04 �0.1 �0.1 �2
Final (this work) 5327 4.24 79.9 113.1 �3155

Experiment 532175,76 4.098(3)43 4.24 ± 0.184 . . . . . .

aCalculated in Ref. 51.
bCorrections on the reference spinors, active spinor space size, Gaunt interaction, and outer-core correlation (within the MR(3)-CISD method); see Ref. 51 for details.
cCorrections on the basis set extension, high-order correlation effects, and vibrational contribution; see Ref. 47 for details.
dCalculated within the 4-component approach.
eCalculated within the two-step GRECP/Restoration approach.
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basis sets as well as a practical possibility to use these basis
sets are of high importance. At present it is only possible to
use the uncontracted basis sets for Th in 4-component calcu-
lations in the used dirac12 code.65 These basis sets consist
of primitive (single) Gaussians. On the other hand, within 1-
and 2-component (GRECP) calculations, it is possible to use
the contracted basis sets where each basis function is a linear
combination of a number of primitive Gaussians. Due to this
flexibility, one can construct and use more compact basis sets.

In the present paper a combined application of the direct
4-component and GRECP/Restoration approaches in con-
sidered. Table III presents the correlation contributions to
Eeff calculated within the 2-component GRECP/Restoration
approach using the Gmid and (more extended) MBas basis
sets (see Table I for definition of these basis sets) as
well as within the direct 4-component approach using the
Amax basis set. In these calculations 18 valence elec-
trons were correlated at the level of the coupled cluster
with single amplitudes (CCS) as well as CCSD, CCSD(T),
and CCSDT(Q) theories. It follows from Table III that
the correlation contributions to Eeff from different cluster
amplitudes calculated within the GRECP/Restoration and 4-
component approaches almost coincide. It justifies an appli-
cation of the correction on the high order correlation effects
to the considered parameters presented in Table II within
the GRECP/Restoration approach. The correction was esti-
mated as the difference in the calculated parameters within
the 18-electron CCSDT(Q) versus the CCSD(T) method.

One can also note a fast convergence of the coupled cluster
series from Table III. In Ref. 47 it was also found that it is not
necessary to use multireference coupled cluster approaches to
the problem under consideration. Therefore, we have chosen
single-reference CC approaches to calculate Eeff and other AIC
characteristics in the present paper.

B. Performance of configuration interaction methods

In Ref. 47 we found a poor convergence of the results of
calculation of AIC characteristics within the single reference
configuration interaction methods up to the configuration inter-
action with single, double, triple, and quadruple excitations,
CISDTQ. It was also noted that the value of Eeff obtained
within this most elaborate (among considered CI-approaches)
method did not coincide with the final CC-based result. It
was demonstrated using the CBas basis set within the scalar-
relativistic GRECP/Restoration approach. Here we extend the
treatment up to the configuration interaction with single, dou-
ble, triple, quadruple, and quintuple excitations, CISDTQP. To

TABLE III. Correlation contributions to Eeff (in GV/cm) calculated within
the 18-electron 2-component GRECP/Restoration (two-step) and direct 18-
electron 4-component (4c) approaches using different basis sets.

Basis set, approach

Gmid, MBas, Amax,
Correlation contribution two-step two-step 4c

Eeff(CCSD)�Eeff(CCS) −9.9 �11.9 �11.2
Eeff(CCSD(T))�Eeff(CCSD) −1.8 �1.8 �1.8
Eeff(CCSDT(Q))�Eeff(CCSD(T)) 0.0 . . . . . .

perform this calculation, one had to reduce further the basis
set size and construct the Gmin basis set (see Table I). The
results for Eeff are given in Table IV. By comparing them with
that of Table 1 in Refs. 47 and 85 obtained in the larger CBas
basis set, one can note that the results of the Gmin basis set
reproduce well the ratios among different correlation methods.

One can see from Table IV that CI- and CC- series do con-
verge to the common value of Eeff. However, CC-series does
it much quicker—even the CCSD(T) method gives almost the
converged result (see also Table III). In the CI case one needs
to consider up to quintuple excitations within the CISDTQP
approach to get the converged result. Unfortunately, it is hardly
possible to treat to-date the ThO electronic structure within this
method in a basis set with an adequate size even without the
inclusion of the spin-orbit effects. One should note that the
value of Eeff calculated within the 4-component 18-electron
multireference CI, MR+T

12 -CISD, approach (see Ref. 51 for
the explanation of the abbreviation), 77.1 GV/cm, which was
used in Ref. 51 as the corresponding base value of Eeff differs
from our value calculated within the 18-electron 4-component
CCSD(T) method (see Table II) by �2.7 GV/cm (3%). As the
MR+T

12 -CISD method is an approximation to the CISDTQP
method (which gives the value of Eeff close to the one within
the CCSD(T) method) we suggest that the main reason for the
discrepancy is the lack of some types of important excitations
in the MR+T

12 -CISD method. It covers only a certain subset from
all the excitations of the CISDTQP method. As is shown above
even quintuple excitations can contribute non-negligiably to
the value of Eeff. A detailed analysis of important correlation
contributions to Eeff is also given in Ref. 47. Some of them
are also missed in the MR+T

12 -CISD method,86 e.g., all four-
fold excitations from the closed-shell spinors and three-fold
excitations from the closed-shell to the virtual spinors above
the active space.

C. Inner-core and outer-core contributions

The level of the accuracy considered in the present paper
requires estimation of not only the dominant contributions to
the considered parameters from the outer-core and valence
electrons but also smaller correlation contributions from the
inner-core electrons of ThO. In the previous studies46,47,50

these contributions were neglected. In Ref. 47 it was mentioned

TABLE IV. Correlation contributions to the effective electric field (Eeff)
and energy of the H3∆1 state of the ThO molecule in various 18-electron
configuration interaction and coupled-cluster calculations relative to 2-
electron CISD. Calculations were performed within the scalar-relativistic
GRECP/Restoration approach using the minimal Gmin basis set.

Method Correlation energy (Hartree) Eeff (GV/cm)

CCSD �0.247 18.3
CCSD(T) �0.258 15.7
CCSDT −0.257 15.7
CCSDTQ �0.258 15.6

CISD �0.227 16.5
CISDT �0.235 18.3
CISDTQ �0.256 16.5
CISDTQP �0.257 15.8
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that for the problem, the size-extensive correlation methods,
i.e., methods where the correlation energy properly scales with
the number of correlated electrons, should be used. Below we
analyze it in more details and obtain a precise contribution to
Eeff from the inner-core electrons.

Table V presents the results of calculations of outer-core
correlation contributions to Eeff within several methods to
treat the electron correlation. The contributions were calcu-
lated as the difference in the calculated Eeff values within
the 38-electron versus the 18-electron coupled cluster and
configuration interaction methods using the scalar-relativistic
GRECP/Restoration approach. This approximation is enough
to compare an applicability of the different correlation meth-
ods to the problem. To apply such methods as the configuration
interaction with single, double, triple, and quadruple excita-
tions, CISDTQ, with the treatment of 38 electrons, we were
able only to use a very small Gmin basis set. By comparing
the results calculated using this smallest basis set and using the
basis sets of higher quality (CBas and MBas, see Table I), one
can see that the Gmin basis set reproduces roughly the main
relative correlation contributions (which are given in parenthe-
ses) from the outer-core electrons, though it does not accurately
reproduce the absolute values of the contributions, e.g., within
the CISD method.

One can see from Table V that the coupled cluster
approaches of different orders give very stable and close to
each other results for the correlation contribution to Eeff from
the outer-core electrons. At the same time, not size-extensive
configuration interaction methods do not demonstrate such sta-
bility. Note that as one “restores” the size extensivity by mov-
ing from the CISD method to the quadratic configuration inter-
action with single and double excitations, QCISD, method, one
obtains the result close to that of the CCSD approach.

TABLE V. Contributions to Eeff (in GV/cm) from the correlation of the
outer-core electrons using different correlation methods and basis sets within
the scalar-relativistic GRECP/Restoration approach. Relative values of Eeff
within a given series (e.g., in the CCS, CCSD, CCSD(T), CCSDT, CCS-
DTQ series or in the CIS, CISD, CISDT, CISDTQ series) with respect to the
previous value in the series (e.g., Eeff(CCSD)-Eeff(CCS) and Eeff(CISDTQ)-
Eeff(CISDT)) are given in parentheses. The quality of the used basis sets
increases in a line: Gmin, CBas, and MBas.

Basic set

Method Gmin CBas MBas

CCS 1.2 (–) 2.7 (–) 3.4 (–)
CCSD 1.6 (+0.4) 2.8 (+0.1) 4.0 (+0.6)
CCSD(T) 1.1 (−0.5) 2.5 (−0.4) 3.9 (−0.1)
CCSDT 1.4 (+0.2) 2.6 (+0.1)
CCSDTQ 1.3 (−0.0)

CIS 1.2 (–) 2.7 (–) 3.4 (–)
CISD �1.5 (−2.7) 0.5 (−2.3) 0.1 (−3.3)
CISDT 3.8 (+5.3) 4.9 (+4.4)
CISDTQ 2.0 (−1.8)

MR(3)-CIS 1.2(–) 2.7 (–) 3.4 (–)
MR(3)-CISD �1.4 (−2.6) 0.6 (−2.2) 0.1 (−3.3)
MR(3)-CISDT 3.0 (+4.4) 4.4 (+3.9)

QCISD 2.4 (–) 2.7 (–) 3.5 (–)

Table V also includes the results of the multireference con-
figuration interaction methods: within the MR(3)-CIS, MR(3)-
CISD, and MR(3)-CISDT methods. In these methods active
spinor space includes six spin-orbitals corresponding to 7sσ
and 6dδ orbitals of Th. The MR(3)-CIS method includes
all possible single excitations from the closed shells and
active spin-orbital space. The MR(3)-CISD method includes
all possible single and double excitations from the correlated
electrons while the MR(3)-CISDT method includes all possi-
ble single, double, and triple excitations (note the difference
between the MR(3)-CISDT and MR3-CISDT methods used in
Ref. 50, the latter does not include triple excitations from the
closed-shell orbitals in opposite to the MR(3)-CISDT method).
The MR(3)-CISD method was used in Refs. 50 and 51 by Fleig
et al. to estimate the correlation contribution to Eeff from the
outer-core electrons. By comparing the values obtained within
the MR(3)-CISD and MR(3)-CISDT methods (either in the
Gmin or CBas basis sets) in Table V, one can see that the
MR(3)-CISD method cannot be used to estimate accurately the
correlation contributions from the outer-core electrons. This
is due to the absence of the size-extensivity property of the
method as well as the poor treatment of the electron correlation
by this method as was demonstrated in Ref. 47.

To calculate the correlation contributions from the inner-
core electrons in the present study, we have chosen the coupled
cluster theory.

Table VI presents the calculated contributions to Eeff

from different groups of electrons using the size-extensive
methods within the 4-component approach as well as the
GRECP/Restoration approach with spin-orbit effects included.
The contributions from the correlation of the outer-core
electrons were obtained as the difference in the calculated
Eeff values within the 36-electron (or 38-electron in the
GRECP/Restoration case) versus the 18-electron approaches.
Similarly, to extract the correlation contributions of the
inner-core electrons, we compared 98-electron and corre-
sponding 36-electron calculations.

One can see from Table VI that the contributions from the
outer-core electrons calculated within the CC methods in the
Amin and Amax basis sets almost coincide. In addition, the
contributions from the inner-core electrons calculated using
the Amin and Amid basis sets also almost equal within the
given (CCS of CCSD) method.87 These two points suggest that

TABLE VI. Correlation contributions to Eeff (in GV/cm) from the outer-core
and inner-core shells using different methods within the direct 4-component
(4c) and 2-component GRECP/Restoration approaches.

Shells (basis, approach) CCS MP2a CCSD CCSD(T)

Outer-core (Amin,4c) 3.9 3.5 4.2 4.3
Outer-core (Amid,4c) 3.9 4.3
Outer-core (Amax,4c) 3.9 3.5 3.8 4.2
Outer-core 3.7 3.4 4.0 4.3
(MBas,GRECP/restoration)

Inner-core (Amin,4c) 3.3 2.9 3.6 3.3
Inner-core (Amid,4c) 3.3 3.6

aMP2 is the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory of second order. The contribution was
estimated as the first iteration of the CCSD calculation.
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estimation of the contribution from the correlation of the inner-
core electrons within the Amin basis set is accurate enough.
Besides, one can see that the leading correlation contribution
from the inner-core electrons is already achieved at the CCS
level. This suggests that the leading effect from the inner-core
electrons is due to the spin-polarization of these electrons,
though even triple cluster amplitudes do slightly contribute.
The correlation contributions to the considered parameters
from the inner-core shells presented in Table II were estimated
within the CCSD method using the Amin basis set.

It also follows from Table VI that the correlation con-
tribution of the outer-core electrons calculated within the
GRECP/Restoration approach reproduces well the direct 4-
component one as was in the case of the particular correlation
contributions discussed above (see also Table III).

D. Basis set correction

The Amax basis set that was used in the main 4-component
correlation calculation includes 5 g- and 1 h-type Gaussians
on Th (see Table I). It was not practically possible to use the
basis set with considerably higher quality in the 4-component
calculations within the same calculation parameters. There-
fore, we have applied the following two basis set corrections.
(i) Correction on extension of the number of s-, p-, d-, and
f - Gaussians on Th. For this correction we have performed
4-component 18-electron CCSD calculations and considered
the difference in the calculated parameters within the Amax-
Ext versus the Amax basis set. (ii) Correction on high angular
momenta, i.e., g-, h-, and i-type Gaussians on Th and on the
extension of the basis set on oxygen. For this we have used
the 38-electron scalar-relativistic CCSD(T) method within the
GRECP/Restoration approach without cutoff and considered
difference in the calculated parameters within the GmaxExt2
versus the Gmax basis set. The latter includes 5 additional
functions of g-type, 9 of h-type, and 5 for i-type with respect to
the Gmax (Amax) basis set. To justify the applicability of this
correction within the scalar-relativistic GRECP/Restoration
approach, we selected two test basis functions (one of h-type
and one of i-type Gaussians) and calculated their correla-
tion contribution to the Eeff and HFS parameters within the
CCSD method with the treatment of the outer-core and valence
electrons correlation. In the 4-component case, their contribu-
tions were found to be �0.3 GV/cm and �3 µTh

µN
·MHz to Eeff

and A||, respectively. In the 1-component GRECP/Restoration
approach, their contributions were found to be �0.3 GV/cm
and �1 µTh

µN
·MHz to Eeff and A||, respectively, i.e., in a very

good agreement. Corrections (i) and (ii) on the basis set exten-
sion are given in Table II as “Basis set correction 1 (S,P,D,F)”
and “Basis set correction 2 (G,H,I and Ox.),” respectively. One
can see from this table that the basis functions with high angu-
lar momenta non-negligibly (-0.6 GV/cm) contribute to the
value of Eeff in spite of the fact that these functions cannot
give considerable direct contribution as they have very small
amplitudes in the vicinity of the Th nucleus. These basis func-
tions also noticeably contribute to the transition energy and
contribute about -0.04 D to the absolute value of the molecule
frame dipole moment. Actually, it is not surprising for the
compound of 5f actinide element thorium. Additional basis
functions on oxygen in correction (ii) negligibly contribute to

the values of Eeff and A||, but do contribute about +0.03 D to
the absolute value of the molecule frame dipole moment in the
considered 3∆1 state of ThO.

E. Gaunt contribution

4-component CCSD(T) calculations presented in Table II
were performed within the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian. The
contributions from the interelectron Breit interaction were esti-
mated at the Hartree-Fock level as the difference in the values
of the calculated parameters within the Dirac-Coulomb-Gaunt
(in no-pair approximation) versus the Dirac-Coulomb Hamil-
tonian. In this treatment we used the version of the Hartree-
Fock method which is optimal only for the 3∆1 state in contrast
to treatment within the average-of-configuration Hartree-Fock
method used in all other calculations (see Section III). The
Gaunt contribution to Eeff presented in Table II was obtained
with the EDM operator given by Eq. (3). In a similar way this
correction to Eeff was calculated in Ref. 51. For comparison
with the results obtained within the EDM Hamiltonian (3),
we have also estimated Gaunt contribution to Eeff within the
EDM Hamiltonian (2) in approximation when electric field E
is produced only by the Th nucleus. The resulted contribution
to Eeff is -0.9 GV/cm. Note that in the Dirac-Coulomb-Gaunt
approximation, one should add some two-electron terms to
both forms of the EDM operators in Eqs. (2) and (3).52 How-
ever, this is outside the scope of the present study. Therefore,
the “Gaunt contribution” to Eeff (-1.5 GV/cm) can be consid-
ered as an estimation of the uncertainly due to non-inclusion
of the Gaunt interaction rather than the correction. Note also
that in the GRECP/Restoration scheme one also takes into
account some part of the Breit interaction within the GRECP
approach.88,89

F. Uncertainties

The uncertainty on the correlation treatment is lower than
1%. It follows from Table II by considering the correction
on high order correlation effects. In addition it was found
in Ref. 47 that the CCSD(T) method that was used here to
compute the leading contributions to the considered proper-
ties is stable with respect to a choice of one-electron molecular
spinors. This shows that the chosen method also treats accu-
rately orbital relaxation effects. We have also checked that the
selected energy cutoff for 36-electron calculation, 50 a.u., is
enough. For this Eeff was calculated at the 4c-CCSD(T) level
using Amin basis set with this cutoff and without any cutoff.
The obtained values coincide within 0.005 GV/cm (0.006%).
Besides, we have checked that the basis set correction is stable.
In Ref. 47 it was also showed that a particular choice of the
nuclear model leads to changes in considered parameters lower
than 1%. The main uncertainty of the current study is going
from the approximate treatment of the Breit effects. Taking
into account the above analysis and the results on Table II we
estimate the uncertainty of the final value of Eeff to be lower
than 4%.

V. CONCLUSION

Our present study is the third one devoted to the elec-
tronic properties of ThO molecule. In the first treatment46 we
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considered the electronic structure of ThO within the two-
step 2-component generalized relativistic effective potential
followed by restoration of the 4-component electronic struc-
ture approach. The study included correlation treatment of the
outer-core and valence electrons while the inner-core elec-
trons were not considered. The uncertainty of the results was
estimated as 15%. In the second study47 we analyzed exten-
sively different methods to treat the electron correlation effects
and reported the detailed correlation contributions to the con-
sidered properties. We have also investigated the high-order
correlation corrections. The uncertainty of the treatment was
estimated as 7%.

To reduce further the uncertainty of the results
in the present study we had to go beyond the pure
GRECP/Restoration treatment. For this have we developed
the combined direct relativistic 4-component and two-step
GRECP/Restoration scheme to calculate precisely atoms-in-
compounds characteristics such as the hyperfine structure
constant, effective electric field, and molecular constant of
the pseudoscalar-scalar electron-nucleus interaction. The code
to compute the matrix elements of the corresponding opera-
tors over the multicenter four-component molecular spinors
for linear molecules was developed. It was shown that the
GRECP/Restoration approach can reproduce accurately dif-
ferent correlation contributions to the AIC characteristics. Due
to the flexibility of the GRECP/Restoration approach, it was
possible to consider corrections on the high-order correlation
effects and basis set extensions.

In the applied scheme we were able to include explicitly
all 98 electrons (inner-core, outer-core and valence electrons)
of the ThO molecule within the coupled cluster method, even
within the single, double, and noniterative triple cluster ampli-
tudes, CCSD(T). This calculation included about 1012 cluster
amplitudes. For the 18 valence electrons we were able to
treat up to quadruple cluster amplitudes within the CCSDT(Q)
method. The final value of Eeff is close to the value obtained
by us in Ref. 47. This is partly due to the cancellation of the
uncertainty of the pure GRECP/Restoration approach used in
the previous study and contributions from the new effects
(correlation of the inner-core electrons) first considered in
the present study. The obtained uncertainty of the parameters
that are required to interpret the EDM experiment in terms of
T,P-odd effects is estimated to be lower than 4% and is almost
twice smaller than in the previous studies.46,47 At the present
stage all the possible essential effects that can contribute to
Eeff are first considered and the reliability of the present study
is dramatically improved compared to all previous ones.

Here we have thoroughly extracted the correlation contri-
butions also from the outer-core (5s5p5d of Th) and inner-core
(1s. . . 4f of Th) electrons. In contrast to an assumption of other
studies51 it was shown that the contribution from the inner-
core electrons is not negligible and contributes 4% to Eeff.
The correlation of the outer-core electrons within the used
size-extensive methods contributes 5% to Eeff. Thus, the sum-
marized correlation contribution to Eeff from the outer-core
and inner-core electrons achieves 9%. This exceeds notice-
ably the estimation of the core-correlation contribution found
to be 1.2 GV/cm (1.5%) in Ref. 51 and consequently the
final uncertainty of 3% of the calculated value of Eeff in

Ref. 51 seems to be notably underestimated. To explain this it
is demonstrated that the multireference configuration inter-
action method (MR(3)-CISD) that was used in Ref. 51 to
consider the contribution to Eeff from the outer-core electrons
correlation cannot be applied for an accurate extraction of
the contribution. As one includes higher order correlations,
e.g., within the MR(3)-CISDT method, the core contribu-
tion changes dramatically with respect to the MR(3)-CISD
estimation.

The developed calculation scheme and code can be used
to consider most precisely other promising systems such as
ThF+ cation and TaN molecule to search for eEDM and other
T,P-odd effects in heavy-atom molecules and atoms.
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